THEY SAY

“Please welcome on the stage a great guitar player..Lorenzo Favero! “ FRANK VIGNOLA
“Lorenzo, I love your playing..” JOHN DOAN
“ The most interesting part of this CD are Lorenzo’s original compositions: he confirms to be a good guitar player
and an excellent composer of acoustic guitar tunes.” “CHITARRE” ( Italian guitar magazine), April 2009
“I listened to your CD, and I’m sure that in a few years you’ll be a famous guitar player here in Italy!”
FRANCOIS SCIORTINO
“ You're very good Lorenzo: I think you're one of the new guitar talents in Italy” MASSIMO VARINI
“I think you have something good: keep going, you’re doing so well…”

“ Beautiful, good job! You sound like Chet!“
TOMMY EMMANUEL

“You are a good guitar player and you are versatile, great! “ CLAUDIO CORRADINI
“ A young talent of acoustic guitar, you are good Lorenzo ! “ FRANCO MORONE
“ Lorenzo's album “ skylines” really impressed me: great work, full of good themes, good solos and great sound.”
“ Congratulations Lorenzo, I like so much your tunes…” NICO DI BATTISTA
“ Frank Vignola invited on the stage for a duet Lorenzo Favero, the 23 years-old guy who played as opening act:
Lorenzo played without shyness sharing the stage with a real guitar giant”

TG 3 PIEMONTE (Italian regional

tg), 12/05/2011
“The opening night of the “Acoustic Guitar Meeting” of Sarzana 2011 was a great success, and the Carish “New
Sounds of Acoustic Music” award was consigned to Lorenzo Favero. CITTA’ DELLA SPEZIA ( online newspaper)
“ Lorenzo, you are very musical..” PIERRE BENSUSAN
“ Constancy and determination, combined with the inspiration and intuition of the great musician…Lorenzo Favero
is without doubt one of the best promises of italian acoustic guitar”. OUTSIDERSMUSICA.IT

“ Guitars are playin’ in Sarzana, yesterday night the first concert: Lorenzo Favero, one of most promising italian
guitarists and already winner of 2011 Carisch 1st Award, broke the ice of XV edition, and shared the stage with
Franco Morone and Don Ross. TG3 EDIZIONE LIGURIA ( Italian regional tg).

“ We could not agree more with Lorenzo Favero, one of the most promising italian acoustic guitar players and new
friend of Reference Laboratory” REFERENCE LABORATORY
“ Evenings’ location were Moncalieri’s real castle and Matteotti Theater…there was also Lorenzo Favero, a rising
star of italian acoustic guitar and not only…an artist of certain future, who showed all his musical abilities during
the evening in Matteotti Theater. ” IL MERCOLEDI’ ( Italian newspaper) ,N°24, ANNO XVIII, pag.12
“ Among the many artists, you should keep an eye on Lorenzo Favero, assured promise of Italian acoustic guitar,
who will be in concert on Sarturday.”
LA REPUBBLICA ( National italian newspaper),Friday,August 31 2012,
N° 206, YEAR 37, page. 17 ( Turin news).
“Eight original tunes and three covers demonstrate an accurate and confident finger style, together with an
excellent control of dynamics. ” CHITARRA ACUSTICA ( Italian acoustic guitar magazine), July 2013.
“ On September, 19 there will be a tribute concert to Fabrizio De Andrè at the Parma conservatory: on guitars
and backing vocals, Lorenzo Favero” Official website of FONDAZIONE DE ANDRE'
“ We already noticed from long time that Lorenzo Favero was a pure and genuine talent of fingerstyle guitar.
Today this was noticed also by EKO, historic italian brand in the field of six strings , which chose him as official
" endorser " . LA REPUBBLICA ( National italian newspaper), Sunday, January 4 2015, page 14 in the
section Giorno e Notte Torino.

“ Lorenzo, the album we realized in studio is one of the most innovative thast I've listened in the last years,
congratulations” PIETRO NOBILE

